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LESSON PLAN: House Furniture (Living Room)

Grade level Kindergarten - B

Objectives - Students will be able to mention the name of furniture

- Students will be able to pronounce the name of the furniture

correctly

- Students will be able to use the vocabulary in real life

Time 50-60 minutes

Target vocabulary A living room, chair, sofa, table, drawer, rug, vase, lamp, picture,

curtain, clock, plant, mirror

Flashcard A living room, chair, sofa, table, drawer, rug, vase, lamp, picture,

curtain, clock, plant, mirror

Printable materials 1. Flashcard

2. Worksheet 1

3. Worksheet 2

4. Alphabets (optional)

Songs 1. Head Shoulders Knees and Toes

2. If you’re happy and you know

Additional tools needed 1. Glove puppet (optional)

2. Tape player

3. Velcroed alphabets

4. Crayons/coloring pencils

5. Scissor

6. Glue

7. Pencils



Lesson Procedure:

A. Warm-up
1. Greeting
Teacher starts the class by greeting students with/without a glove puppet, asking about ‘hello!’,
‘how are you?’, ‘are you doing fine today?’, ‘are you ready for studying with me today?’. Teacher
also needs to encourage students to ask their friends how they are by repeating the sentence.
Teacher starts to introduce the topic by throwing a hook. Teacher asks students questions related
to their house, the parts of the house, the background knowledge about furniture, what they know
about furniture, what furniture they know and recognize inside their house, etc.

B. Main activity
1. I recognize my house furniture!
Teacher introduces students to a collection of house furniture using flashcards (the flashcard
consists of the pictures, the names, and the sounds of the furniture). Teacher starts to show the
flashcards one by one picture, then the word, and lastly plays the sound and asks students to
repeat the sound of the picture shown. To enhance students’ understanding, teacher will scatter all
of the pictures and words of furniture in front of the class and then show students some random
pictures/words/sounds. Next, teacher will ask students to mention the answer by shouting.

2. That must be E!
In the second activity, teacher provides some words in the new vocabulary that have missing
letters within. In a face-to-face classroom, teacher can prepare the tasks in front of the classroom.
It can be on the board or using different 3D media (in an online class, teacher should prepare extra
media to attract students to learn such as a website that can provide the theme/topic). Next,
teacher also needs to provide the scattered missing letters above/beside the vocabulary using a 3D
media (velcroed/magnetic alphabets, or alphabet blocks).  In doing the activity, teacher can point
at some students or freely ask/encourage students to do the exercise voluntarily by asking ‘who
wants to try?’. Teacher also needs to accompany students while doing the exercise.

3. Cool-down
Teacher and students sit/stand up in a circle and listen to the song ‘if you’re happy and you know’.
After that teacher and students sing together to refresh students' minds. Teacher encourages
students to sing the song and follow the movement of the song (clapping, hands pointing to face,
stomping feet, saying hurray) before starting the final task of the day.

*Alternatively, teacher can sing another song

Lyrics for ‘if you’re happy and you know’:

If you're happy and you know it clap your hands (2x)



If you're happy and you know it
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it clap your hands
If you're happy and you know it stomp your feet (2x)
If you're happy and you know it
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it stomp your feet
If you're happy and you know it shout horay (2x)
If you're happy and you know it
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it do all three (2x)
If you're happy and you know it
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it do all three

4. I arrange my own furniture!
Before the class, teacher needs to prepare the tools before starting the activity. First, teacher gives
them a worksheet in a room-drawn worksheet paper (living room) and asks them to first write
their name on their worksheet. Students are then given a pile of papers full of random furniture
and asked to choose at least 3-5 pieces of furniture, cut, color, then arrange their own furniture
and lastly write the name of the chosen furniture. After the task ends, students are given time to
present their worksheets in front of their friends and patch their works on the classroom wall.

C. Wrap-up
1. Today I learned about..
Teacher asks students about what they learned today, and what new vocabulary they knew and
remembered.

2. Quick rating
Teacher asks students to use their fingers to give the lesson a rating out of five, then asks three
students to share the reason for their rating with the class. The rating might be a general rating
on the overall lesson, or it may be more specific, such as asking the students to give a rating of how
well they understood the concept or a rating of personal improvements.

3. One word lesson closure
Before leaving the room, students must think of one word that summarizes the lesson for
themselves, then share the word with teacher and classmates before exiting. Their one word may
relate to their understanding of the lesson, how they felt about the lesson, a question, or a
celebration. As a follow-up, you may like to choose three of the shared words with the whole class
at the start of the next lesson.


